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ST ALBANS LIBERAL DEMOCRATS 
 
Changes to the Constitution: an information sheet for members 
 
Our local party constitution is our founding document. It hasn’t been reviewed 
for some years and it’s out of date. It was originally written in the 1980s and to 
a large extent it still reflects the way we campaigned and organised thirty 
years ago. Your Executive has unanimously approved these changes. They 
fall into four categories: 
 
1 We need to update the membership of the Executive. Some posts deal 
with critical aspects of campaigning – campaign strategy, our fundraising 
efforts, event management. These jobs have existed for some time (in some 
cases, for years) and it makes sense to recognise the roles as part of the 
Executive. We have also removed formal roles for interest groups who do not 
exist or don't need to be recognised, we’ve made the diversity officer an 
elected post, and we’ve included a description of what the Executive does. 
 
We also need to ensure that the Executive is neither too large to function 
properly, nor so small that it doesn’t properly represent the membership.  
At the moment, we have a patchwork of branches and unbranched areas, 
which under the current constitution gives some areas of the local party more 
representation on the Executive than others. This can’t be fair.  Our 
suggested changes would mean: 
 
! All parts of the local party will have the same level of representation, one 

executive member per county division, instead of branches having one per 
ward and everywhere else having two in total. This means the maximum 
number of ordinary members (as they are called) will be 10.  

! The Executive will be able to co-opt up to four members to ensure that the 
number of officer and other postholders and the number of ordinary 
members are equal. How this will work in practice depends on exactly who 
gets elected to what and also the gender balance of the Executive. 

 
2 We want to reform how branches operate. We need to ensure that 
branches are a sustainable size, well run and a positive addition to 
campaigning, which these days is very much more constituency-based than it 
was in the past. Our suggested amendments would have the following effects: 
 
! All branches would have to be at least the size of a county division. 
! A branch would only be able to be formed (or continue) if it has at least 

fifty members. If a branch falls below this point, it would have three months 
to get back to fifty members. 

! Only Harpenden branch could qualify to have a bank account (because it 
needs to be able to campaign in Hitchin and Harpenden constituency). 

 
3 We have updated the description of how candidate approval and 
selection operates. The constitution does not reflect the current application 
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and approval processes for either district or county seats and it does not 
adequately address the situation of unbranched wards, or of wards where 
there is a sole applicant for the seat.  
 
! The changes we are proposing remove a branch’s right to select a 

candidate where there is only one applicant for the seat. If a sole 
candidate is approved they are automatically selected.  

! Where a selection is contested, members will of course continue to vote 
for their preferred candidate at a hustings meeting, whether or not they 
happen to be in a ward that is part of a branch. 

 
4 General updating. We’ve changed the wording to recognise that there are 
two parliamentary constituencies within the local party area. We’ve updated 
the description of how membership works. We've rewritten the rules for 
managing our bank account to reflect the use of online banking. We’ve pruned 
the list of items for discussion at the AGM and we’ve taken the opportunity to 
include some language that describes the party’s legal status and 
circumscribes its ability to incur debts. 
 
Members who wish to read over the proposed constitutional changes in 
advance of the meeting are welcome to inspect a copy at 9 Hatfield Road at 
the following times, when a member of the constitutional review group will be 
available: 
 
Friday 9 November 6-8pm 
Saturday 10 November 10-1pm 
Sunday 11 November 2-5pm 
Monday 12 November 6-8pm 
 
Constitutional review group 
October 2018 


